












I once made the probably foolhardy attempt to introduce my freshman literature students to travel writing by assigning Mary Kingsley’s 1897 Travels in West Africa as a text for the class. The first edition runs some 740 pages, far longer than can be incorporated in a 10-week course; however, I had recently come across a 365-page National Geographic paperback edition of Travels and I thought a few chapters might be manageable in a classroom environment.  This edition, edited by Anthony Brandt, is based on Kingsley’s own abridgement of her work, minus a brief appendix and the last two chapters addressing colonial policy, working conditions, missionaries, and traders.​[1]​ So I assigned the text working under the assumption that the abridged version, intended for a general, rather than a scientific, audience, only removed drier, more difficult to manage nineteenth-century political arguments and natural history, and focused on Kingsley’s personal responses to West Africa. Certainly a cursory skimming showed that the full edition’s 100 or so pages of appendices were not in the abridged version. However, it was not until I was going through the abridgement to locate particular tropes and passages for a discussion of Victorian women’s rhetorical strategy that I realized passages from the first edition, which I expected to find in the abridged were, indeed, not there. In particular, I was looking for Kingsley’s discussion of how to catch a snake with a forked stick and her instructions to ignore “the tail which is whisking and winding round your wrist” (161), one of my favorite lines; its absence caused me to consider why Kingsley made the cuts she did and whether her abridgement choices served a rhetorical purpose. In particular, I noted that more than the scientific and historical discussion was missing; edited out within the travelogue portions were passages that mentioned blood or injury, first person passages that emphasized the danger of Kingsley’s travel, some pointed comments on Victorian sexism, and material that criticized nineteenth-century missionary activity in the region. Comparing these two versions with their evidence of self-editing provides interesting insights into the Victorian authorial sense of audience. Additionally such comparisons allow us to gain a more nuanced understanding of the differences between scientific and non-scientific audience expectations in Victorian England.
The abridgement process has not received much attention outside the rather dry process of tracing a book’s publication history. Yet in certain situations, particularly as abridgement decisions hint at the expectations of the implied reader, the examination of abridgements and other modified editions provides a better understanding of the cultural uses of the material book and authorial/publisher rhetorical strategies, especially in an age of British Imperialism. The insight presented when modifications are examined are exemplified in such studies as J. Hillis Miller’s work on the textual history of The Swiss Family Robinson, a situation where French translations with new endings and additions were, in turn, used in the first English translation by Mary Jane Godwin (William Godwin’s second wife) to form part of William Godwin’s “Juvenile Library” (80). In this analysis of textual history, Miller is able to show that with each new version, new material was added to form early colonial literature.
Here, I will examine some textual changes made between the two versions of Travels that Kingsley created and speculate whether Kingsley purposely toned down her experiences to avoid shocking her non-scientific audience with accounts of the physical dangers she faced when traveling without a European male escort, and whether she felt on second reading that her humorous criticism of missionary activity and women’s assumed limitations were inappropriate for her readers.
Kingsley’s account forms part of pattern of Victorian women’s search for a vocation under the auspices of science and through the instrument of travel. At the time of its publication in 1897, proponents of scientific professionalization had distanced their organizations from women and it was difficult for women to find inclusion in scientific endeavors. Travels can be seen as a culmination of a tradition of women’s naturalist travel writing before the pursuit of science became masculine-identified. The work is based on Kingsley’s 1895 excursion to Gabon and Cameroon, during which she collected small animal specimens, especially freshwater fish, and observed native religious beliefs, all while introducing herself to the native population as a rubber trader.
The rhetorical strategies used in nineteenth-century natural history travel narratives written by women are complex. Even more complex are those narratives where women present themselves as traveling alone—that is, without a European male escort, since no traveler is ever really alone—and present their subversive performance so as to both establish an authoritative voice while still giving homage to the separate spheres doctrine that became well established in the Victorian era (Harper 16-18). Kingsley’s rhetoric is particularly challenging as in her discourse, Kingsley is always teetering on the edge of borderlands between the rhetoric of gender, class, science and religion, verging on transgression but always backing off from outright subversion with a self-denigrating “only me” or a distracting pratfall.
Kingsley, in particular, has been recognized by Mary Louise Pratt in Imperial Eyes for her self-performance that was both popular and entertaining, yet also a critique of the very discipline conventions that shaped her discourse. Kingsley’s humor is, in her way, a rhetorical strategy designed to bring her a form of professional self-legitimation. As she engages her readers in her pilgrimage through Africa, she performs a comic self-humbling narrative, one that is aligned with the Baconian self-humiliation that George Levine has identified as necessary to begin writing about scientific work. We see such self-humiliation for example in Charles Darwin’s writing. For a male scientific narrator, being modest is a means toward gaining authority; for a woman whose modesty is part of her “nature,” not an example of self-discipline, more is needed and Kingsley walks a tightrope in her movement toward an authoritative voice, which is quickly undercut with humor almost before her readers grasp what boundaries she has transgressed.
In the case of Travels in West Africa, there is the additional wrinkle in that the full edition and the abridged edition are aimed to different, although possibly overlapping, audiences. The intent of the complete edition was to establish a reputation with a more scientific-oriented audience; the abridged version was marketed to a more general audience. The publication of two versions of a scientific work, a professional account and a general account, was becoming a trend in the 1890s as publishers sought to expand the market for travel accounts. The practice of publishing two versions marked a definite change in scientific discourse practices from the 1850s when a work like Darwin’s Origin of Species would be read by the scientific community, and yet also be a popular best seller.
An examination of the 1897 reviews for Travels does support a hypothesis that female authorship would evoke different responses from scientific and non-scientific audiences. Generally, the reviews of Travels were favorable. Scientific American’s June 5 review saw Kingsley’s work as evidence of the superiority of the British traveler:
Had [Travels in West Africa] been written by a man, it would have been a monumental performance. But when it is remembered (however difficult it sometimes is to do so) that this is the record of a woman’s travels and work, it makes one proud of one’s race, and renders it easy to understand why and how the British make the best colonists. That a woman should go alone and unarmed (for Miss Kingsley, unlike some other African explorers, never fired a shot at a native) into these savage and dangerous countries; should brave the terrors of disease, swamps, wild animals, and cruel and bloody customs, just for the sake of making collections of rare fishes and investigating the curious “fetish” customs of the inhabitants, is a marvel indeed. True, Miss Kingsley herself does not appear to think her conduct and adventures very extraordinary. She minimizes the dangers, and makes light of the difficulties and miseries of traveling in this “Land of the shadow of Death.” (361)
Although the reviewer makes the comment that it is difficult to remember that Kingsley is a woman, she is forgiven for her gender trespasses as she serves both the British Empire and science. Such forgiveness is not extended quite so readily by The Literary World’s review of May 29, which makes clear what sort of barriers a woman travel writer faced from the reviewers.
In a book written by a woman, supposed to be by birth, breeding, and preference a lady, one looks naturally for taste, refinement, delicacy; for vigor, perhaps, and enthusiasm, and possibly for virility; but not for coarseness or “strong” flavors of any kind, certainly not for a good deal that in the writings of a man on the same subject might be condoned if not expected. In reading Miss Kingsley’s account of her trip to the west coast of Africa, one comes on some passages that constrain him almost to turn back to the title-page to see if this book really were written by a woman, and that woman one presumed to be a lady, and that lady one bearing relation to and the name of one of the most honored memories in English literature. The mantle of the father’s love of natural scenery, of adventure, of the physical sides of life, has indeed fallen upon the daughter, but it is mantle somewhat stained and disfigured. (171)
Unfortunately, for Kingsley, the Literary World had earlier mistakenly identified her as the daughter of Charles Kingsley, the Canon of Westminster, rather than the less respectable atheist George Kingsley (see “Foreign Notes” March 20, 1897). Since Kingsley shared the same name with her cousin, Mary St. Leger Kingsley Harrison (who wrote New Woman novels under the pseudonym Lucas Malet), this was not surprising. A Daily Telegraph article misidentified Kingsley as Charles Kingsley’s daughter when she returned from West Africa (Frank 212). (And the confusion between the two authors is reflected even in recent research.) Thus the reviewer’s shock may have been colored by an assumption that Kingsley should represent the Church of England and/or an earlier prejudice against Malet’s novels.  However, as the reviewer quotes particularly inappropriate passages, it becomes apparent that words such as “d--n”  and “ass,” i. e., “offenses against good taste” are catching the reviewer’s eye. Such language makes the reviewer conclude that Kingsley is a New Woman:
It is evident that Miss Kingsley intended her book to be “racy” reading. But it is not lady-like; its tone throughout is that of flippancy and exaggeration; it is an affectation of smartness; it is a woman in bloomers, or, what is worse, in man’s clothes out-and-out, with a cigarette in her mouth.  
This a viewpoint that Kingsley tried to counteract immediately upon her return from West Africa (Frank 212-213). And as for the words described as offences, the abridged version retained “ass” (55), “d—n” (23) and all other passages that the Literary World had seen as particularly unlady-like, passages that, thus, might reasonably be considered candidates for censoring in the abridged edition.
This reviewer was not the first to raise the question of whether Kingsley’s prose was inappropriately masculine. George Macmillan, her publisher, commented on that point when first reading Travels. Kingsley replied, “I do not understand what you mean by “story being told by a man.’ Where have I said it was?” (qtd. in Blunt 61). It is apparent that both the Literary World reviewer and McMillan were faced with the vexing problem of trying to pinpoint how a writer’s voice can be identified by gender, of locating Kingsley’s transgressions. Both work under the assumption that there is an innate sexual distinction in writing, but Kingsley refuses to be easily sex-typed.
An examination of Kingsley’s letters to her publisher, George Macmillan, indicates that during the time she was writing Travels back in England, Kingsley was under continual pressure to publish an abridgement for popular reading. By 1897, the usual practice was to first publish a popular account and then a more technical version. Macmillan wanted the shorter version:  “in June if possible for light summer reading and then the larger book in October for the long winter evenings” (qtd. in Frank 229). Initially, Kingsley strongly resisted producing any abridgement. The header for Chapter 4, Lagos Bar, even informs “the general reader” that the reading of this particular chapter can be skipped, indicating an assumption of a dual readership for the full version; but after the success of the complete version, her publisher was able to persuade Kingsley to produce an abridged version late in 1897. Katherine Frank, in her biography of Kingsley, described the editing project as “a fairly straightforward affair, involving lifting out most of the fetish material [i.e., the discussion of native religious beliefs] from Travels in West Africa and leaving the travelogue intact” (253) and this assessment has generally been accepted.  However, that does not mean that all the fetish material was removed nor that there were no additions. Some material is added in the shorter version as Kingsley took the opportunity to identify more individuals by name whom she wished to thank. Some of the eliminated material includes not the fetish material but what, from the modern viewpoint, are striking elements of her travelogue. 
Here, I will mention some examples of the material Kingsley cut in her abridgement process. Although Frank states that most of the fetish material was removed, five chapters (12-16) of the abridged bear the title “fetish,” titles that match that of the full version (chaps. 19-23). Rather than the removal of complete chapters, Kingsley cut examples in the abridgement. The beginning of the first Fetish chapter discusses the enjoyment of “[s]talking the wild West African idea,” but in the abridged version the comparison of cultural concepts with elephant hunting is cut along with this rather unsettling idea: 
I shall never forget the pleasure with which, in the forest among the Fans, I netted one reason for the advantage of possessing a white man’s eye-ball, and, as I wrote it down in my water-worn notebook, saw it joined up with the reason why it is advisable to cut off big men’s heads in the Niger Delta. (430)
This comment is contained with Kingsley’s typically quick claim that she makes no “pretension to a thorough knowledge of Fetish ideas,” Kingsley’s strategy for covering up expressions or ideas that her publisher and readers might consider inappropriately “masculine” or at least not sufficiently feminine. Indeed, although Kingsley’s response to her publisher’s concern about sounding like was a man was a quick dismal, such concerns about being too unconventional likely remained in the back of her mind while editing for a non-scientific audience. Apparently these lines describing her investigative techniques, along with a similar discussion of head removal from Europeans as a type of charm (278) in the beginning of the Fetish section, were cut not just to shorten but also to censor material that might heighten fears about Kingsley’s safety. 
Considering the elimination of material on head removal, it is surprising that an account of cannibalism (273, 170) is left in Chap. 12 when it becomes Chap. 8 in the abridgement. Here Kingsley tracks down a “violent” smell in a hut where she is staying to small bags. Shaking the bag’s contents out in her hat, she reports finding, “a human hand, three big toes, four eyes, two ears, and other portions of the human frame. The hand was fresh, the others only so so, and shrivelled” (170). The retention of this material in the abridgement suggests that body parts of Africans are permissible for the general audience, but not those of Europeans, as they strike a bit too close to home for a readership that could very easily imagine a native revolt.
Material that could undercut religious missionary work was also removed. This may have reflected Macmillan’s concerns. A folk tale apparently based on a Christian parable is retained, as it suggests continual influence of past missionary work in the area, but a comment was eliminated that noted that bells from an old Jesuit monastery are still rung although the reason for the ringing is forgotten, perhaps since it undercut the suggestion that Christian ideas will be retained in West African culture. Kingsley also removed references to “Allah,” a word she preferred to “God” in her commentary (see 294). While secure that such language was acceptable to a broader-minded scientific community, she possibly did not want to emphasize her own non-Christian viewpoints in a general work.
Additionally, material that might be seen as representing current Christian missionary work as futile was deleted along with reminders of the prevalence of snakes. Chapters 8 and 9 of the full version are merged into Chapter 5 “The Rapids of the Ogowe” in the abridged version; actually most of Chapter 8 is eliminated other than the opening thank you to Madame Forget (152; 85). The removed material contains a description of the mission station and its church:
…the prettiest I have seen in Africa. I do not say I should like to sit in it, because there seems to me no proper precautions taken to exclude snakes, lizards, or insects, and there would be great difficulty in concentrating one’s mind on the higher life in the presence of these fearfully prevalent lower forms. (153)
Having noted the existence of snakes in churches, Kingsley describes the pews as being placed on stumps and suggests they might be well designed for preventing people from going to sleep in church; however, she is corrected she reports since “even Elders go off sound asleep on them, quite comfortably, I supposed like bats; I don’t mean upside down, you understand, but merely by an allied form of muscular action, the legs clinching on to the pole-pew during sleep” (154).
This censored section also contains the previous mentioned snake capturing passage where Kingsley first sets up her description of a hillside, a place with red driver-ants and where one can have “sensational meetings with blue-green snakes, dirty green snakes with triangular horned heads, black cobras, and boa constrictors” (161). The removed section also notes several trails “of flattened undergrowth” with a “horrid musky smell,” evidence of the passage of a boa constrictor (161). Having identified the snakes, Kingsley admits, “I never came back to the station without having been frightened half out of my wits, and with one or two of my smaller terrifiers in cleft sticks to bottle” (161).  Rhetorically, the snakes allow Kingsley to establish a clichéd dangerous situation, give the expected female response of being half frightened out of her wits, but then undercut the expected female response as a way of indirectly establishing her own courage and control of the situation as she reveals almost as an afterthought that she overcomes her initial fear to bring back specimens to England, all, as the Scientific American reviewer observes, for the “sake of making collections.” However, what was an effective way of gaining support from the scientifically identified audience, might back fire with an audience less committed to adding to museum collections.
Additionally, Kingsley’s treatment of crocodiles is toned down to distance the reader from the immediacy of her experience. While the beginning of chapter 5 is retained as chapter 3, there are cuts in the narrative. Most interesting is that, although Kingsley retains a general discussion in the second person of crocodiles and canoes in mangrove swamps, there is a removal of one paragraph detailing her first person account of a “chatty little incident” when a crocodile, a “pushing young creature” at 8 ft. in length, attempted to climb into her canoe and she whacked him on the snout with a paddle (89). This particular scene is seen today as one of the most exciting parts of the book. Recently an American children’s picture book about Kingsley by Don Brown illustrated scenes from Travels and this scene involving crocodiles in the canoe that Kingsley did not choose to keep in the abridged version for a Victorian general readership was selected for the defining cover illustration, in an account intended for modern young readers.
While Kingsley’s humor and non-conformity is still retained in the abridged version, she apparently drew back just a bit in the sharpness of her sarcastic asides directed toward Victorian sexism. The often-cited passage detailing Kingsley’s discussion with French authorities about the need for husbands when going up rapids is included in the abridgement; only one line is removed there. After Kingsley states, “neither the Royal Geographical Society’s list, in their ‘Hints to Travellers,’ nor Messrs. Silver, in their elaborate lists of articles necessary for a traveller in tropical climates, make mention of husbands” (87, 167), she adds the comment, “If they did, by the by, they would say he was to be green, but they don’t say a word about one” (167). Apparently, the suggestion that husbands should be green was rubbing in the sarcasm a bit too much. Other eliminated examples of subtle jabs at Victorian sexist language can be found in Kingsley’s gender-blurring description of Miss Slessor, of whom she comments that “only the sort of man Miss Slessor represents is rare” (74).
The very physically of her travel is also toned down just a bit as Kingsley removes material that would remind her audience of the roughness, the discomfort and the potential of injury that comes of walking miles through swamp and jungle. Before meeting the German officer, Herr Liebert, after traveling through the mangrove swamps with her native guides, Kingsley came to a river where groups of natives are washing clothes. Kingsley, made suddenly conscious of her appearance and its possible impact on Europeans, writes, “I am in an awful mess–mud-caked skirts and blood-stained hands and face. Shall I make an exhibition of myself and wash here, or make an exhibition of myself by going unwashed to that unknown German officer who is in charge of the station? Naturally I wash here, standing in the river and swishing the mud out of my skirts (563). Dorothy Middleton particularly points to this passage as indicating “a very curious instance of the way Victorian inhibitions could reassert themselves” and notes that while in London, Kingsley felt she should not ride on a bus, let alone on a bicycle (172). In the editing process, however, Kingsley, on second reading, apparently found this passage to be inappropriately violating her readers’ sense of decorum since she shortened it to, “I too think it is best to wash here, standing in the river and swishing the mud out of my skirts; and then wading across to the other bank, I wring out my skirts” (330). The mention of the blood is removed and the account becomes more abstracted. Similarly, the shorter version fails to mention that Herr Liebert has an injured foot that is threatening to turn gangrene and many of his soldiers are suffering from foot injuries, although a comment that hopping is bad for his foot is left in (332), possibly overlooked.
Sometimes, the abridgement leaves a slight sense of generalized racism, when the full version indicates the more individualized rowdiness of Kingsley’s guides. In Chapter 18, as Kingsley switches to a mock heroic diary entries as she attempts an ill-fated mountain ascent, she notes that she is up an hour earlier at 5:00 am while her guides are up at 6:00, when they “stretch themselves and proceed to begin the day, in the African’s usual perfunctory listless way” (333; 567). This suggests a typical cliched imperialist view of the African as inherently lazy. In the abridgement process, Kingsley, however, removed the following clarification: “I am not stating this as a peculiar trait arising from his cerebral development; it is merely the natural sequence of the nights he goes in for so cheerily: katzenjammer, is, I believe, the technical term” (567). Even in German, it seems, Kingsley did not want to risk mentioning to a family reading audience that her workers had a hangover in the morning.
With the clarification, the beginning of the next paragraph, “My crew are worse than the rest” means they are not lazy, but heavy drinkers and the cook’s complaint that it is Sunday, implying they should not have to work, suggests some comic irony. However, drunkenness is admitted to a few pages later in the abridgement (337) as Kingsley reveals that her attempts to move her workers away from the soldiers on a Sunday, “to remove our fellow creatures from temptation” (337; 572) come to no avail since those left at camp drank the rum. Problems increase on the mountain climb as Kingsley learns they have no water. The full version comments that the workers purposely avoid telling her about the water problem as they don’t want to do the climb and have in the past successfully altered employers’ treks in this manner. The “other white folk’s docile conduct” (574) is left unmentioned in the abridgement.
It is not, however, always possible to predict just what Kingsley would decide to cut or explain her motives. As I mentioned earlier, her stumbling over some evidence of cannibalism—a bag of human hands, toes, eyes and ears she found in a hut (273, 170)—from Chapter 12 is retained in the abridged Chap. 8, but a discussion of head removal from Europeans as a charm (278) was removed, matching the later removal in the beginning of the fetish chapters (430). In other places, I was surprised to see, retained in all their detail, descriptions of ulcers she cleaned and treated (283) along with a description of filaria with “the entire white of one eye being full of the active little worms and a ridge of surplus population migrating across the bridge of the nose in to the other eye, under the skin, looking like the bridge of a pair of spectacles” (284; 178). And, even more surprising, in the same paragraph, Kingsley also notes being awakened at 2:30 am “by the frantic yells of a woman” and judging “one of my beauties of Fan mixed up in it,” paid damages—an apparently indirect reference to a rape committed by one of her guides, a comment I would assume would be cut in the abridged version, but one that is left in.
These examples show that it is difficult for the modern researcher to assess or make assumptions about what material a Victorian author will censor as the nuances of the nineteenth-century publishing marketplace are difficult to imaginatively recreate. This leaves us still with the problem of finding an accessible, scholarly text of Kingsley’s Travels. Like many nineteenth century and later travel accounts, the sheer bulk of material makes it difficult to teach except as excerpts. Travels’ length makes it difficult for publishers to take on. The initial easy solution of using Kingsley’s own abridgement presents, as I have shown here, its own particular problems as the cutting was far from a mechanical process. The challenge of making Kingsley’s work more classroom accessible remains.
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^1	  Elspeth Huxley has edited an abridged version of Travels in West Africa. This edition consists of selections from the full text of Travels with some connective passages written by Huxley.
